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BeST is well-positioned to facilitate the crisis management capacity-building of client

organizations. An end-to-end solution that enhances organizations' capacities to manage

crisis.

Cybint Solutions is a Cyber Education company, solving the skills-gap and market shortage

in cybersecurity through innovative education and training solutions for all levels of

expertise. Cybint integrates emerging cyber technologies, hands-on environments, and

evergreen content into a cutting-edge learning platform for businesses, higher-education

institutions, government agencies and regional cyber centers worldwide.

IDRRA provides the only zero-touch SaaS platform for security compliance automation and

orchestration, enabling to rapidly deploy an enterprise VRM (Vendor Risk Management)

program for security and privacy compliance processes.

NeuraLegion offers the world's first AI Powered Application Security Testing Solution

(AIAST). Using Machine Learning, Evolutionary Strategies and Reinforcement Learning, the

solution, NexPloit, replaces the need for a human’s critical thinking to provide application

security testing at the speed of DevOps.

Reflectiz provides advanced metrics and interactive management dashboards for the site

owner or third-party app installed on the site. This provides real-time monitoring of changes

that affect performance and improves the revenue and income generated by the site. The

platform also provides relevant behavioral site data.

S E GA S E C

Segasec provides end-to-end digital threat protection against customer hijacking attacks

that originate in your blind spot - beyond the enterprise perimeter. Segasec’s patent-

pending technology provides intelligence of upcoming attacks at the earliest possible

preparation stages, running quadrillions of targeted scans that identify even unknown

attack patterns, blocks compromised assets before they become a live risk.

C Y COGN I T O

CyCognito is building the next-generation security risk assessment product category:

solutions that autonomously discover, enumerate, and prioritize each organization’s

security risks based upon a global analysis of all external attack surfaces and the attack

vectors real attackers would likely exploit.

https://best.be-strategic.solutions/
https://www.neuralegion.com/
https://www.reflectiz.com/
https://www.cybintsolutions.com/
https://idrra.com/
https://segasec.com/
https://www.cycognito.com/
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Semperis protects the identity services that are the core of your security infrastructure.

Semperis offers auditing and recovery solutions that ensure the integrity and availability of

Active Directory and the growing number of cloud applications, physical systems, and

identity platforms connected to it. 

Shieldox makes it possible to know when cloud collaboration is safe and when it’s a threat.

It is a one-of-a-kind AI that understands information risks and each piece of information

across your entire organization. Shieldox knows what the information is and where it

moves, then decides if it’s a risk based on how it fits into usual workflows. Risks are

pinpointed on the Shieldox Radar, where you can see and manage all risks from one simple,

powerful interface.

Silverfort  enables adaptive multi-factor authentication and identity theft prevention for

every sensitive user, device and asset across all environments. Seamlessly deployed,

without any software agents or inline gateways.

R E PO S I F Y

Reposify provides an innovative external surface management solution on an Internet-scale

with no installation required. The SaaS solution allows enterprises to become aware of their

blind spots, prevent Shadow-IT while it happens, and gain visibility and control over their

assets anywhere around the world. You can easily monitor and classify your exposed assets

and check for data leakage.

For more information, please contact: 

Mr. Jonathan Hadar – Minister, Head of Economic&Trade Mission – Embassy of Israel | Milan | jonathan.hadar@israeltrade.gov.il

Mr. Marco Macchi – Director, Automotive&Aerospace, HLS&Cyber | Embassy of Israel | Milan | marco.macchi@israeltrade.gov.il

Ms. Giovanna Elisabetta La Rocca- Economic&Scientific Affairs Officer | Embassy of Israel | Rome | economy-assistant@roma.mfa.gov.il

Ms. Yaara Sabzerou - Manager, Cyber Security | Israel Export Institute | yaaras@export.gov.il

 

S E C R E T  DOUB L E  OC TO PU S

Secret Double Octopus delights end users and security teams alike by replacing passwords

across the enterprise with the simplicity and security of strong passwordless

authentication. This unique, innovative approach provides users with a simple “touch and

go” experience and a consistent way to access applications while providing stronger

protection against cyber-attacks.

S H I E L D I O T

ShieldIOT enables IoT service providers and managed security service providers to extend

their existing security services to new IoT use cases and generate new revenue streams.

The LPWAN/NB-IoT security solution provides multiple layers of security to protect any IoT

device, application, or network, with no need for network changes or development

resources.

https://www.semperis.com/
https://shieldox.ai/
https://www.reposify.com/
https://www.silverfort.com/
https://doubleoctopus.com/
https://shieldiot.io/

